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Antennas are available with direct or indirect connections and in various gains and styles there is a model to suit most installations. Please use our key below to select the right one for your needs. For best 
results antennas should be bought and fitted in matching pairs with one at each end.

Antenna Gain
Measured in decibels (dBi), the gain of an antenna describes its ability to convert power into radio waves and vice versa depending whether it is used at the transmitting or receiving end of the signal. 
Depending on the environment, in general the higher the gain the better the performance over long distances.

Antenna’s Directional Ability
Omni – works in all directions and usually in a pole style.   Semi-Directional – often a panel style so easy to fit to a flat wall.
Directional – provides a highly focussed directional signal and tends to be in the satellite dish style known as parabolic and this is more conducive to producing and receiving this type of signal.

Direct or Indirect Connection:
Direct connection antennas - are usually smaller in size and connect straight into a socket on your transmitter or other device. They are great for shorter ranges and internal use.
Indirect connection antennas - are more flexible but require a lead between the transmitter and the antenna. Although this means the antenna needs mounting independently it offers the flexibility to 
route the interconnecting lead through the eaves of a building to install the antenna on the outside of the property. In some buildings where metal cladding or foil backed plasterboard can deaden a signal, 
this can greatly enhance results. This range of antennas have an N socket and leads to connect them to the MITKIT range are available in 0.2, 1, 2,3 and 5M lengths.
Codes: CON902,CON910,CON912,CON915 respectively.

How to

FIT CCTV 397
Tip No:

This CCTV installation tip is aimed at helping you to install CCTV equipment. If you are looking for answers on “how to fit CCTV” or perhaps “how to network a DVR or 
NVR” or even “how to get CCTV on your mobile phone” why not check out our full range of CCTV installation tips at: www.systemq.com
How to guides aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise and informative manner. They are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.
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Question: How can I get the best performance from my 
wirefree CCTV system?   
Answer: Using additional antennas can improve the clarity of your wirefree CCTV images, here’s a quick guide 
to how they work. 
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